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On March 21, 1937 the body of a nine-year old girl was found in a burlap bag on a stoop in Brooklyn; within hours a twenty-six year old barber confessed to her rape and murder. Two similar crimes occurred in quick succession four months later. First, a recently released sex offender raped and murdered an eight year old girl in the basement of her family’s Brooklyn tenement. Two weeks later, a thirty-nine year old painter strangled a four year old girl in Staten Island after an attempted rape.¹ The press associations picked up the stories of the crimes and distributed them to newspapers throughout the United States. Sex crimes also featured in radio news broadcasts. Those media reports provoked general articles on sex crime in weekly and monthly periodicals, as well as feature articles and series in newspapers. The pattern in which a sensational crime provoked a broad discussion of sex crime repeated itself regularly from the late 1930s into the 1960s, giving concerns about sexual violence a prominent place in the media, and in popular culture. A type of offender labeled the sexual psychopath came to dominate efforts to explain and eradicate sex crime. His story, as Estelle Freedman, George Chauncey and Philip Jenkins tease it out in their insightful analyses, is one of uncontrollable impulses that psychiatric experts alone could identify and treat.²

But that is only part of the sexual psychopath’s story. The mid-century discussions of sex crime also identified the sexual psychopath as sexually and emotionally immature, and offered a variety of prophylactics to prevent boys from developing such uncontrollable impulses and immaturity. The sexual psychopath’s origins lay in a childhood in which his relationships with his parents, or traumatic sexual experiences, arrested or distorted his development toward maturity, and left him without either adult control or adult sexual desires.
The key to preventing such immaturity lay in child-rearing practices. Parents had to provide their sons with sex education and avoid responding to the boys’ sexual problems with severe reprimands or embarrassment, offer an adult male for them to identify with and avoid over-protective mothering, and protect their sons from sexual encounters with adult men.

This article argues that these neglected elements of the story of the sexual psychopath are crucial to its appeal as an explanation of the behavior of sex offenders, and to the appeal of psychiatric discourse about sex crime generally. Existing accounts of the sex crime panic have tended to assume that the sexual psychopath’s prominent place in the response to the sex crime panic reflected the political power and status of the psychiatric profession. I argue that the prominence of the sexual psychopath also reflected the extent to which psychiatrists succeeded in building around him a compelling account of sex crime. The story of the sexual psychopath relied on a new developmental framework for understanding masculinity and sexuality. This concept of psycho-sexual development, which had been gradually taking shape since the late nineteenth century, held that sexuality appeared in early childhood and developed through a series of stages in a gradual, continuous process. Psychiatrists drew on the concept of psycho-sexual development to explain sex offenders’ choice of children as victims as the product of the immaturity they shared with the young: men were drawn to individuals like them in terms of their development. Psychiatric explanations also successfully incorporated two competing figures, the older figure of the ‘dirty old man’ and the newer specter of the sinister homosexual, into the ranks of sexual psychopaths. Both the dirty old man and the homosexual man possessed immature desires and lacked mature control of their desires, the former as a result of a regression to an earlier stage of development.
brought on by senility, the latter as a result of a failure to move beyond the interest in the same sex that characterized the early adolescent stage of development. The concept of psycho-sexual development also allowed psychiatrists to effectively ‘white wash’ the sexual psychopath, to ensure that he did not undermine the figure of the bestial black rapist that justified the incarceration or killing of African-American offenders. An immature sexuality was a normal characteristic of African-Americans, psychiatrists argued, a product of their race, rather than of arrested development. As a result, African-American offenders could not respond to the psychiatric therapies that, by helping sexual psychopaths complete their sexual development, ensured that such men would not again commit further sex crimes. Finally, psychiatrists elaborated a program to prevent the development of another generation of sexual psychopaths by ensuring the ‘normal’ psycho-sexual development of boys.

Recognition of the importance attached to the sexual and emotional immaturity of the sexual psychopath adds a further dimension to his role in the history of masculinity in the modern United States. I argue that the new perspective on sexual behavior provided by the concept psycho-sexual development played a crucial part in adjusting and maintaining the early-twentieth-century notion of masculinity in the changed contexts of the Depression and the Cold War. Approached in terms of the maturity of their sexual behavior, neither men who raped adult women nor young men who had intercourse with adolescent girls exhibited the immature desires that characterized the sexual psychopath.

The figure of the sexual psychopath and the concept of masculinity both relied on the concept of development to a degree that highlights the growing importance of age as a prism that shaped how twentieth century Americans’ saw gender, sexuality and identity. It has
become second nature for historians to consider race, class, and gender as crucial components of identity and as the basis on which Americans categorized behavior. Scholars of the modern period need to add the category of age to that framework. In the twentieth century, age acquired social meaning, in the process affecting attitudes, behavior, and the ways in which individuals related to each other. Americans increasingly looked to an individual’s age, as well as to their race, class and gender, to determine their sexual identity and the meaning of their sexual behavior.

The article begins by tracing the emergence of the concept of psycho-sexual development in mental hygiene and reform discourses about male identity and sexuality in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Physicians, psychologists, psychiatrists and social reformers advancing the concept faced strong resistance into the 1930s. The sex crime panic added weight to their proselytizing efforts. The second section of the article analyzes the importance attached to the concept of psycho-sexual development in discussions of the sexual psychopath. First, I explore how psychiatrists relied on the concept of development to explain the sexual psychopath’s uncontrolled impulses and his choice of child victims. Then I examine how the notion of psycho-sexual development provided the basis on which psychiatrists incorporated competing figures into their accounts of the sexual psychopath. Finally, I discuss how mental hygienists’ formulated programs that aimed to prevent boys from developing into sexual psychopaths. The third section examines how the framework of psycho-sexual development helped contain the threat that the anxieties about male sexuality expressed in the panic posed to ideals of virile, aggressive masculinity.
Reframing Male Identity: The Emergence of the Concept of Psycho-sexual Development in the Turn-of-the-Century United States

Nineteenth century Americans typically imagined manhood in opposition to boyhood. Middle-class and skilled men possessed a reason and control over their impulses that contrasted with the rough, impulsive and irresponsible nature of boys. Historians of masculinity have long argued the breakdown of that opposition was one of the crucial late-nineteenth-century transformations that ushered in the modern concept of masculinity. That concept of male identity emphasized ideals like aggression, physical prowess, and sexual virility rather than the character, strength of will and emotional and sexual self control that had constituted the nineteenth-century notion of manliness. Peter Filene’s early version of that argument concentrated on the way a narrower opposition between masculinity and femininity took the place of the opposition of manhood and boyhood. More recently Anthony Rotundo has offered a more developed account in which boyhood does not simply drop out of the definition of male identity in the move to a concept of masculinity. He argues instead that the collapse of the opposition between boyhood and manhood produced a new, more continuous relationship between them, with the traits of boyhood incorporated into masculinity. Where nineteenth-century boyhood and manhood had little relation to each other as “phases of life,” with no clear path from one to the other, in the early-twentieth-century they developed a more “natural connection” as “different phases in the unfolding of the very same male essence.” Rotundo sees that new relationship reflected in and structured by “a new set of developmental customs”: clothing for boys distinct from that worn by girls; an age-
graded education system that created a ladder of ascent with rungs that marked precise points on the journey to manhood; and extra-curricular activities for boys shaped by men to foster the ‘boyish’ habits they saw as crucial to masculinity.⁶

Rotundo is describing the emergence of a developmental concept of male identity, but he and other scholars of masculinity neglect not only the medical and psychological ideas that brought that concept into sharp focus, but also the child protection and social reform movements that helped constitute and disseminate those ideas. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the explosion of information about physiological and cognitive development in human beings stirred by the Darwinian revolution began to transform understandings of childhood. In the United States that transformation manifested itself first in a new concern with physiological development, a concern that saw children’s bodies in terms of motion, with a physiology directed toward growth that was in stark contrast with the more static physiology of adults. By the 1870s physicians’ recognition of the distinctive bodies of children had led them to establish children’s medicine as a separate specialty, pediatrics. Physicians in the new specialty progressively refined their theories about growth into a formalized conception of stages of development in childhood, fixing age norms to growth stages and specific diseases.⁷

Only after the 1880s, when the pioneering work of psychologist G. Stanley Hall spurred the emergence of the child study movement, did attention to cognitive development develop in the United States. The psychology produced by child study derived from observational studies that focused on children’s language, emotions, and play. Researchers sought “the ‘nascent periods’ of the various powers and interests of the mind, the schedule of
times at which they grew most rapidly and hence were most impressionable,” information that would be useful to educators. In shaping this material, Hall relied on recapitulation theory, the notion that the child’s development literally repeated the evolutionary path of its ancestors, from primitive to civilized, and divided childhood into several broad stages. He came to focus on the last of those stages, adolescence. Hall painted the teenage years as a distinct phase of life initiated by puberty, a physiological change that brought a “rapid spurt of growth in body, mind, feelings and a new endowment of energy,” broke up the stable personality of the child, and initiated a period of storm and stress. One of the upheavals of adolescence was the appearance of heterosexuality. Hall’s vision of sexual development coupled physiological maturity with psychological immaturity, and posited sexuality as a deep unconscious instinct that the child did not understand.

This early child psychology found an audience not only among educators and middle-class parents, but also among early-twentieth social reformers. Hall’s picture of adolescent sexuality offered reformers an explanation for the conspicuous display and expression of sexuality by teenage working-class girls that they increasingly encountered in American cities, behavior that established explanations such as seduction and ‘white slavery’ increasingly could not explain. By the First World War, the psychological immaturity of teenage girls -- and their consequent lack of responsibility for their sexual behavior -- figured prominently in reformers’ rationales for the continued prosecution of men for statutory rape. Purity reformers’ new view of teenage girls as psychologically immature also caused many to shift their energy from campaigns against white slavery to preventive reforms. Efforts to prevent girls from becoming sexually active ranged from sex education and the regulation of
amusements to intervention by women police and social workers, and laws to bolster parents’
ability to discipline their daughters.¹²

In the 1920s, psychiatrists in the mental hygiene movement drew on psychoanalysis to
elaborate a more fully realized concept of psycho-sexual development that married the new
concerns with physiological and psychological development. Part of the turn-of-the-century
movement of psychiatry out of the asylum, mental hygiene drew its conceptual basis from
dynamic theories of mental illness that focused on functional disorders of the mind and
emotional maladjustment rather than physiological conditions. Mental hygienists also
employed Freudian psychoanalytic theories that emphasized the significance of childhood
experiences in shaping adult personality. The mental hygiene movement emphasized the
maintenance of mental health, aiming, as one of its leaders put it, “to reinforce the weak
points in character.” True to its psychoanalytic roots, mental hygiene placed sexuality at the
heart of child development. Psychiatrists in the movement abandoned Hall’s notion of
puberty as the transformation that introduced sexuality into childhood, and instead endowed
children with manifest, unique forms of sexuality that emerged progressively throughout
childhood as preliminaries to sexual maturity. Any sexual problems in childhood threatened
to truncate or distort that process and do lasting damage to an individual’s personality.¹³

By the late 1920s, mental hygiene’s concept of psycho-sexual development had
reached middle-class parents, reformers, social workers and policy makers, all increasingly
concerned about ‘problem’ children and receptive to expert advice, and was applied to boys as
well as to the girls who had earlier preoccupied reformers. Extensive newspaper coverage of
the murder of fourteen year old Bobby Franks by wealthy teenagers Nathan Leopold and
Richard Loeb in 1924 focused attention on the consequences of sexual problems in childhood and on psychiatrists’ advice about how parents might prevent them or limit their impact.

Clarence Darrow’s famous efforts to save Leopold and Loeb from the death penalty relied on the testimony of leading mental hygienists William Alanson White and William Healy. The testimony of the defense psychiatrists mitigated the boys’ guilt by emphasizing how loneliness, sexual and emotional abuse by strict governesses, and the death of Leopold’s mother had “warped” their childhood and led them to develop the abnormal mental lives and sexual practices that eventually led them to murder. The concept of psycho-sexual development was also disseminated by mental hygienists working in child guidance clinics -- where they built relationships with juvenile courts, social welfare agencies and schools as well as individual families -- and writing for popular audiences. The growing influence of mental hygiene on social reformers and policymakers also produced new legal categories shaped by the concept of development. The New York State Legislature, for example, enacted a carnal abuse statute in 1927 that criminalized acts that in light of the concept of psycho-sexual development appeared to be both sexual and harmful: genital acts that did not involve penetration and practices with a child’s genitals. The Legislature later amended that law to provide harsher penalties for acts committed on children under ten years of age than for acts on those aged between ten and sixteen years, and to protect boys as well as girls.

Not all Americans heard or proved so receptive to psychiatrists’ call for them to recast their understandings of childhood in terms of psycho-sexual development. The tone of the advice offered by mental hygienists and their promoters suggests they encountered significant resistance to their ideas. William Alanson White’s popular text The Mental Hygiene of
Childhood is only one of many authored by mental hygienists that display frustration at Americans’ persistent refusal to acknowledge that children possessed a sexuality: “They do not believe it is so because they do not want to believe it,” lamented White, before urging that “Sexuality needs to be recognized if for no other reason than because it is and it cannot be dealt with by refusing to see it.” A refusal to adopt the notion of psycho-sexual development can also be glimpsed in the practice of child guidance clinics, and in prosecutions for the new offense of carnal abuse. Psychiatrists in child guidance clinics often found parents unwilling to talk about the sexual behavior of their children and not prepared to accept advice that behavior such as masturbation was a normal part of childhood. The relatively small number of prosecutions for carnal abuse in New York City reveal that working-class parents continued to treat only those genital acts that ruptured a girl’s hymen or injured a boy’s anus as sexual crimes that warranted legal action. Juries, made up of middle-class as well as working-class New Yorkers, tended to agree. Only rarely were they prepared to even indict men that prosecutors established had ‘fondled’ or manipulated a child’s genitals; instead they usually transferred the case to the Magistrates Court to be dealt with as a misdemeanor. In the context of this resistance to the concept of psycho-sexual development, the sex crime panic that raged from 1937 into the 1960s gave psychiatrists an opportunity to proselytize, to provide Americans with a further imperative to adopt their concepts and follow their advice.

Psycho-sexual Development and Explanations of Sex Crime
Faced with an apparent wave of sexual crime, the press, politicians and public officials turned to psychiatrists to stem the tide, drawn by the growing stature of the profession, and by the practice of making recourse to experts that had developed in the twentieth century. The press and public officials created a type of offender labeled the sexual psychopath from what psychiatrists told them. Legislators placed the sexual psychopath at the heart of new laws that provided for psychiatric examinations to identify those dangerous individuals and for the committal of such men for treatment until psychiatrists determined they no longer posed a threat to society. By 1950, twelve states and the District of Columbia had enacted such laws; eighteen more states followed in the 1950s and 1960s. But this legislation did not simply transpose psychiatric knowledge into law. Although psychiatrists used psychopathology as a descriptive term, most agreed it had little clinical substance; the concept of a specifically sexual form of psychopathology had even less standing. Even the nation’s leading proponent of recognizing psychopathology as a mental disease, Benjamin Karpman, Chief Psychotherapist at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Washington D.C., concluded that the term sexual psychopath that appeared in the nation’s statute books, was “of popular origin and standing.”

As a result of sexual psychopathology’s lack of clinical substance, the enshrinement of the concept in law made it the subject of extensive theoretical debates among psychiatrists, and led to new research projects that aimed to clarify its nature. The most important examples of this new psychiatric writing, a key source for this article, are theoretical works by Benjamin Karpman, Walter Bromberg, Manfred Guttmacher, and Karl Bowman and his
collaborators in the California Sexual Deviation Study, and major studies of sex offenders by
David Abrahamsen and Bernard Glueck in New York, Albert Ellis and Ralph Brancale in
New Jersey, Asher Pacht and his colleagues in Wisconsin, and Harry Kozol and his
colleagues in Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{21} The attention the press and politicians paid to sex crime
during the panic meant that elements of these new psychiatric studies found their way into
public forums, particularly state and local government investigations of sex crime, and into
newspapers, periodicals and radio broadcasts. These popular, non-scientific discussions of sex
crime are the other key sources used in this article. Government committees and commissions
reported on sex crime in eleven states. The most influential reports were New York City’s
\textit{Report of the Mayor’s Committee for the Study of Sex Offenses}, New Jersey’s \textit{The Habitual
Sex Offender} and Michigan’s \textit{Report of the Governor’s Study Commission on the Deviated
Criminal Sex Offender}.\textsuperscript{22} Stories on sex crime appeared in periodicals ranging from \textit{Christian
Century} to \textit{Collier’s} and \textit{Parents’ Magazine}. Newspapers also increased their coverage of sex
crime in both their news and features sections; even the mainstream \textit{New York Times} had to
create a new index heading for the 143 stories it carried in 1937.

Psychiatric theorizing, research and practice produced a variety of different portraits of
men who committed sex crimes that generally agreed on only two points: the men not only
suffered from uncontrollable sexual desires, but they also lacked emotional and sexual
maturity. Benjamin Karpman argued, for example, that the sexual psychopath who was
“driven compulsively to seek gratification of an apparently insatiable urge” had “not matured
sexually” and “represent[ed] a kind of sex life that at an early period of development…[had]
detoured into aberrant channels leading to an abortive aim-inhibited sexual activity.”\textsuperscript{23}
Research that attempted to bring the nature of the sexual psychopath into focus also emphasized his immaturity. State psychiatrists in Wisconsin, given the freedom to shape the criteria for identifying sexual psychopaths by a 1951 law, pursued “experimental work” that led them to settle on two qualities that characterized the sexual psychopath: “deviation of...sexual aim and object which he has little ability to control by conscious rational thought” and “immaturity in the development of sexual functions.” Immaturity enjoyed a similar prominence among the traits on which psychiatrists relied when they diagnosed sexual psychopaths. Alfred Kinsey’s Institute of Sex Research conducted a study of men adjudged sexual psychopaths in California, for example, that found that “immature” was the second most frequently applied adjective in the clinical diagnostic report produced by the examining psychiatrists.

Popular renderings of the sexual psychopath’s traits likewise coupled immaturity with uncontrolled impulses. Bertram Pollens, senior psychologist at New York’s Rikers Island Penitentiary, argued in a book lauded as “the first well organized, authoritative, and readable effort to bring the subject up to date for the general reader,” that the sex deviate could be best described by the words “psycho-sexual immaturity”:

…sex perversion in an adult...indicates a fixation at a lower stage of psycho-sexual development. It is merely a stunting of growth. It is as though the individual began to climb up a ladder, but was either prevented by some obstacle from reaching the top, or decided to stay and progress no further when he found a comfortable home on one of the steps….He can be best explained by comparing his condition with a child and indicating at what psycho-sexual stage he has become fixated.
Newspapers and periodicals gave prominence to immaturity in the pictures of the sexual psychopath they derived from the opinions of psychiatrists and from the findings of the new studies. Irma Hewlett, a psychiatric social worker who reported the results of the influential 1950 study of sex offenders in New York’s Sing Sing prison in *Parents Magazine*, for example, described the men as “immature”: “Though they grow up physically, psychologically they remain as irresponsible as children. In these men’s bodies there is a child’s emotional development. On the psychological side no normal sexual development ever takes place.”

Psychiatrists pointed to the sexual psychopath’s immaturity to help explain his uncontrollable sexual desires. Some psychiatrists argued that sex offenders found their sexual desires uncontrollable because they had no capacity to exert self-control. David Abrahamsen of Columbia University, for example, argued that the control of sexual impulses required “emotional understanding and maturity,” characteristics lacking in the sex offenders that he studied at Sing Sing Prison. Benjamin Karpman maintained that sex offenders’ failure to mature sexually not only left them with a diminished ability to control their desires, but that the strength of those desires was greater than normal because men who committed sex crimes remained at an immature stage closer to the instinctual, and they had never been subject to the repression required to attain maturity. Albert Ellis and Ralph Brancale are typical of another school of psychiatrists who focused on a group of sex offenders whose arrested development and immaturity left them not over-sexed but “internally inhibited” and under-sexed. A man with such a “compulsive neurotic” personality was destined to “abnormally explode, from time to time,” Ellis and Brancale argued, “because he abnormally holds himself
in most of the time.” Generally, psychiatrists spent relatively little time elaborating the connections between immaturity and lack of control. Popular accounts of the sexual psychopath suggest that psychiatrists’ inattention reflected the willingness of Americans to accept that such a link existed. The psychiatric explanation was analogous to an older view of children as unable to control their impulses, as Irma Hewlett made clear when she told the readers of *Parents Magazine* that sex offenders frequently had “no more control over their impulses than the child who wants what he wants when he wants it.”

Psychiatrists also pointed to the sexual psychopath’s immaturity to explain why he frequently targeted young children. They argued that the immaturity of the sex offender’s desires made children the ‘natural’ object of his interest. An offender was drawn to, and could relate to, a child because they shared the same stage of development and, in that sense, shared the same desires. Walter Bromberg, for example, argued that “regression to infantile sexual levels… is at the core of this type of sexual psychopathology.” Its “mainspring,” he maintained, “proves to be the wish to be a child again, a regression to an earlier period when the sexual instinct was expressed in partial impulses of playing, seeing, touching, and so on.” The most elaborate development of this argument came in the Final Report of the New York State Research Project for the Study and Treatment of Persons Convicted of Crimes Involving Sexual Aberrations, a project directed by Bernard Glueck. The Report laid out an elaborate age-based typography that differentiated “pedophiles” -- offenders against children -- and “hebephiles” -- offenders against adolescents -- and tied the men’s object to their psycho-sexual development. According to Glueck and his colleagues, heterosexual hebephiles “tend to be fairly well integrated, but on an adolescent, or childish level of
performance.” Heterosexual pedophiles, by contrast, showed “an arrest of psychosexual development at a childhood or early adolescent level, and appear to be more comfortable with children than adults.” Homosexual hebephiles “show marked disturbances in their psychosexual development” and a “psychosexual age…at the early adolescent level.” Homosexual pedophiles, who showed the “greatest amount of disturbance of all groups,” could only “successfully relate [to] boys, who are sexually non-threatening, and who are on the same level of psychological development as the offender.”

Psychiatrists devoted much of their energy to elaborating the connection between immaturity and object choice not only because it was a less familiar idea than the connection between immaturity and lack of control, but also because it clearly established the superiority of their explanation of sex crime. While some of the general statements about sex crime provoked by the mid-century panic referred to crimes against “women and children,” the focus of popular concern was clearly crimes against children. The first wave of panic was triggered by the murder of girls four and eight years of age in 1937; the murder, in 1949, of girls six and seven years of age triggered the second wave of panic. Crimes against children dominated newspaper and periodical stories. Government investigations generally took the approach articulated by Assemblyman Ira Holley, a member of a New York State Legislative Committee ostensibly set up to explore the broad subject of sex crime. Holley, explained to a witness who appeared before the Committee that, “As I look at it, the sex crime that practically brings us here is more or less the rapist with children.” Most Americans found sex crimes against children “incomprehensible,” sociologist Edwin Sutherland noted in 1950. “The ordinary citizen can understand fornication or even forcible rape of a woman,”
Sutherland argued, “but he concludes that a sex attack on an infant or girl must be the act of a fiend or a maniac.” Acts with women were comprehensible in terms of uncontrollable desires because, as adults, women were recognized as sexual and did provoke desire. But most Americans still saw children as sexually innocent, without sexuality, and therefore unable to provoke sexual desire let alone uncontrollable desires. As an account of one crime published in the *Saturday Evening Post* put it, only “[t]o a ‘twisted mind [could] the child’s innocently affectionate prattle and gestures, her wide-eyed interest in her big uncle’s prowess, [take] on an aura of flirtation.”

The very inexplicability of offenders’ choice of child victims thus opened the way for popular acceptance of the psychiatric explanation of their behavior. The “inherent nature [of crimes against children] warrant a presumption of mental abnormality in the criminal,” as the Citizens Committee on the Control of Crime in New York put it in 1937. The common sense, self-evident logic of the connection between immature desires and immature objects cemented the appeal of psychiatrists’ explanation. As Gladys Denny Schultz, a writer for the *Ladies Home Journal* and author of a popular study of the sex criminal, noted, “It is not hard to understand why a boy or man whose normal sexual development has been halted at some infantile level should be unable to work out life on a mature basis.”

The framework of psycho-sexual development also allowed psychiatrists and those who followed them to weave together several explanations of sex offending, old and new, into one coherent and therefore persuasive explanation. Psychiatrists pointed to the immaturity of the elderly man and of the sinister homosexual to bring them into the ranks of sexual psychopaths, and to remove the possibility that those figures might become the center of
competing explanations of sex crime. African-Americans remained largely excluded from the ranks of sexual psychopaths, and still subject to established harsh penal practices, as a result of psychiatrists’ view of them as members of an immature race. The racial immaturity of African-American men meant their normal development stopped short of the maturity possible for white men. As a result, behavior that marked white men as immature and abnormal was considered normal for African-American men, and they lacked many of the traits that lay at the root of white men’s anxieties and emotional disturbances.

Nineteenth century medical jurists and the child protection movement that emerged in the last quarter of the nineteenth century had pointed to elderly men as responsible for many of the sexual assaults on children they encountered. Medical writers had explained elderly men’s assaults on children as the product of their diminished potency. Men’s “fears of impotence,” and of the ridicule at the hands of an adult woman to which that condition exposed them, led them to commit acts with children, the authors of treatises on medical jurisprudence argued. Elderly men could complete a sexual act with an ignorant and weak child, or “conceal their deficiency” from such a child, more easily than they could with an adult woman. In the context of the sex crime panic, psychiatrists looked at elderly offenders from “a psychological point of view” and saw them as psycho-sexually immature. The immaturity of elderly sex criminals resulted from the psychological mechanism of regression, a product of the onset of the organic deterioration that psychiatrists labeled senility, rather than from the fixation that arrested the development of younger sex offenders. James Henninger, Director of the Allegheny County Behavior Clinic of the Criminal Court in Pittsburgh spelt out that argument in his study of the senile sex offender:
The regression to childhood levels is obviously exemplified by the childish behavior of senility, well recognized by all as the period of “second childhood.” It is my contention that associated with this obvious mental regression is a further psychological regression, which is, in part at least, responsible for the fact that sex offenses are perpetrated, for the most part, against small children of the age of those who were the recipients of much of the offender’s attention -- i.e. were love objects -- at the period to which he is regressing -- his childhood.  

Since the senile man was already seen as intellectually a child, psychiatrists did not need to touch up his portrait to bring him within the scope of their explanation of sex crime. As Henninger’s argument makes clear, psychiatrists needed only to extend the existing picture of a man undergoing a “second childhood” into the psycho-sexual realm.

Where the elderly offender was a figure from nineteenth century accounts of sex crime, the homosexual offender against children was a more recent appearance. Homosexual men who sexually assaulted children did appear in the annual reports of child protection agencies like the New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children beginning in the 1870s. But the homosexual sex criminal remained a shadowy figure as late as 1925, when unsubstantiated charges that Leopold and Loeb had sexually assaulted Bobby Franks, the boy they murdered, remained hidden in public discussion by the row of asterisks which newspapers put in place of “the unprintable matter.” The asterisks had fallen away by 1936. In that year, Time magazine claimed the “two perverted Chicago youths” had “violated” Bobby Franks before they killed him. Time’s re-telling of the Leopold and Loeb case reflected a new willingness to publicly discuss sex crimes against boys, as well as the
appearance of a new, sinister portrait of the homosexual in culture and politics.\(^{46}\) The media fed this shift when it inflamed the sex crime panic with the ‘revelation’ that sexual psychopaths did not only target girls. “The naive parents who felt safe because their children were boys,” reported an account of a panic about sex crime in St. Louis in 1947, “learned -- some with a shock -- that 20 per cent of the victims are boys.” By 1950, the media had begun to split homosexual offenders away from pedophiles, and to present them as a problem in their own right, a “New Moral Menace to Our Youth,” as the title of an article in \textit{Coronet} magazine trumpeted.\(^{47}\)

The Freudian framework employed by psychiatrists provided an account of homosexuality that allowed them to easily include homosexual offenders within their portrait of the sexual psychopath. An earlier generation of psychiatrists had argued homosexuality derived from hereditary taint or from endocrine dysfunction; the generation attuned to Freudian ideas saw homosexuality as having psychological origins. The psychiatrists who read Freud saw homosexuality as a stage of normal psycho-sexual development that preceded adolescence. Samuel Hartwell, endeavoring to make this concept of homosexuality credible to a lay audience, admitted that, “Many mature adults have difficulty in remembering that they went through such an experience.” But “if they can be realistic in remembering their youthful experiences,” Hartwell insisted that “they will usually find that they, like most young people, had crushes or deep demanding friendships with someone of their own sex.”\(^{48}\) Homosexual offenders had failed to achieve the “gradual transference of interest to the opposite sex” that a Children’s Bureau publication told parents in 1954 was “one of the main developments due in [adolescence],” and become fixated. The immaturity that resulted from fixation diminished
the control of homosexual individuals and often focused their desires on immature objects appropriate to their level of development, as Bernard Glueck and his colleagues spelt out in Final Report of the New York State Research Project discussed earlier. The decline of the ‘obvious,’ effeminate fairy as the governing image of the homosexual, expertly enunciated by George Chauncey, provided the final element that brought homosexual offenders within psychiatrists’ framework. No longer visibly different from other men, as the fairy had been, the modern homosexual, like other sexual psychopaths, could only be identified by psychiatric expertise.

Psychiatrists who found places for old men and homosexuals in the ranks of the sexual psychopaths also helped to keep African-American sex offenders from those ranks, and to leave them liable for harsh penal sentences or the death penalty. Few African-American offenders appeared in the media accounts of the sexual psychopath and sex crime that drove the mid-century panic. Reports of sex crimes committed by African-American men tended to focus on attacks on whites in the South. Those reports turned on the issues of lynching, the death penalty, and, by the late 1940s, the northern and international revulsion at the lack of justice African-American men received in the south. Legislatures in six of the eleven former Confederate states saw no sexual psychopaths among the African-American sex offenders who dominated perceptions of sex crime in their states, and did not enact sexual psychopath laws. In Maryland, the one state for which evidence of judicial practices in terms of the sex offenders’ race is available, judges sent a smaller proportion of the African-American men for psychiatric examinations than they did the white men. Psychiatrists contributed to this ‘white-washing’ of the sexual psychopath by diagnosing a smaller proportion of the African-
American offenders that they did see as sexual psychopaths than they did in the case of white offenders.\textsuperscript{53}

Although the psychiatric literature does not shed any direct light on the encounters between white psychiatrists and African-American men that produced those differential rates of diagnosis, the concept of psycho-sexual development psychiatrists employed was cast in terms heavily marked by racial ideology. Since the earliest days of slavery, white Americans had persistently applied a discourse of immaturity to African-Americans. By the turn-of-the-century, pro-slavery arguments that enslaved Africans were a docile, ‘child-like’ race had been buttressed by scientific racial thought that generally accepted that African children learned as readily as whites until puberty, when their intellectual development stopped and left them to become “adolescents of adult size,” perpetually characterized by childlike traits as “love of pleasure and of music and dancing,” “lack of will power,…[and] impulsiveness and general emotionalism; fearfulness and a concomitant sense of dependence.”\textsuperscript{54} Immaturity also took a central place in the enduring racist images of African-American men as beasts, creatures consumed by a sexual desire that drove them to rape, that were prominent in twentieth century justifications of the practice of lynching. Thomas Dixon, in the novel on which D. W. Griffith based the film \textit{The Birth of a Nation}, evoked that image of the bestial black rapist in a description of the African-American as “half child, half animal, the sport of impulse, whim and conceit, …a being…whose passions, once aroused, are as the fury of the tiger.”\textsuperscript{55} The racial marking of immaturity pushed African-Americans outside psychiatric discourse on sex crime: the immaturity of the African race effectively rendered behaviors that identified white men as immature and abnormal as normal for African-American men. Mid-
century psychiatric studies of African-American childhood, for example, put their subjects outside the framework of psycho-sexual development that explained white men’s behavior. African-American children did not progress through a series of stages preliminary to sexual maturity, according to those studies, but instead engaged in adult sexual conduct at all ages, spoke freely about their sexual activities, and failed to display any of the “moral sense” that came with maturity.\textsuperscript{56} Ellis and Brancale’s description of African-American offenders as “less emotionally disturbed…and less deviational” than whites likewise rested largely on the men’s lack of inhibition, a ‘childlike’ trait drawn from racial thought. The compulsive neuroses Ellis and Brancale put at the heart of emotional disturbance and deviation derived, as discussed earlier, from excessive inhibitions.\textsuperscript{57} The purpose of diagnosing men as sexual psychopaths was to allow them to receive psychiatric treatment, therapies that would help the men to achieve a maturity that removed the danger of them committing further sex crimes. The immaturity of African-Americans as a race meant that, in the eyes of psychiatrists, African-American sexual offenders lacked the potential to achieve maturity, and, as a result, could not be treated or ‘cured.’ Only incarceration or death could prevent African-American sex offenders from committing further crimes.

The psychiatric portrait of the sexual psychopath produced two strands of efforts to prevent sex crimes, one directed at men, the other at boys. Historians have been preoccupied with the institutionalization and treatment authorized by sexual psychopath laws as a means of preventing further acts by men who appeared in court. Efforts to prevent boys from developing the propensity to commit sexual assaults occurred alongside those efforts to restrain and rehabilitate men who had already committed sex crimes. Preventive efforts relied
on the concept of psycho-sexual development and amplified the advice that mental hygienists had been offering since the 1920s. The Michigan Governor’s Study Commission, arguing that “[t]he creation of a healthful atmosphere for the emotional growth of the child is the surest and cheapest way of reducing the burden which sex deviation annually lays upon society and the tribute it exacts from many unhappy and tormented lives,” “attached much importance to the instruction in sound mental hygiene principles of the adults who surround a child.”

The fact that mental hygiene programs were directed at parents, who were a large part of the media’s audience, rather than at legislators, meant that popular discussions of sex crime gave prevention programs as much attention as they did sexual psychopath laws.

Mental hygienists located the sexual psychopath’s origins in parent-child relationships. In order to prevent the development of a new generation of psychopaths, psychiatrists advised parents that they had to recognize that their sons were going through a process of psychosexual development. Parents’ role in that process was to provide boys with a balanced amount of care and protection, and to avoid the extremes of behavior that “disturbed” their relationships with their sons and impaired the boys’ development. “Cold, hostile, sadistic” parents who provided too little care caused “emotional starvation and a stunting of growth” in their sons. Parents who subjected their son to “abnormally strong pressures to control their biological needs, especially those needs which will become sexual,” produced in him “a particularly dangerous type of anxiety,” Samuel Hartwell advised the parents of Michigan. If a boy’s parents succeeded in “greatly inhibit[ing] or entirely prevent[ing him] from gratifying his erotic desires in one of his psychosexual stages, he [might] never be able to go on to the next from a psychological standpoint.” Parents’ concerned to repress their son’s sexuality
also often dangerously overreacted when they discovered him indulging in sexual behavior necessary for his normal development. When a boy’s parents became upset and excited, he could experience feelings of confusion and anxiety that could harm his progress toward maturity.\textsuperscript{62} Mothers who emotionally overprotected their sons -- “infantilizing [them] unduly and too long,” occupying their affection and preventing them from forming relationships with other women -- produced the emotional immaturity that defined the sexual psychopath.\textsuperscript{63} As Bertram Pollens put it, in another of the folksy metaphors he favored for conveying psychiatric ideas to a lay audience, the overprotected boy was “like a plant, which, overcast by a large shadow, can’t grow because the rays of the sun never reach it.”\textsuperscript{64}

Homosexuality resulted, mental hygienists advised, when failure in gender identification or homosexual experiences with adults compounded disrupted parent-child relationships. A boy became fixated at the homosexual phase of adolescence as a result of his childhood, which “conditioned” him, rather than simply as a result of the events of his teenage years.\textsuperscript{65} The key circumstance that conditioned a boy to become fixated was the lack of “the opportunity for positive identification with the parent of his own sex.” Such a model was, as Ralph Rabinovitch put it in a study undertaken as part of the Michigan Governor’s Study Commission, a “basic need of every child.”\textsuperscript{66} Identification provided a pattern for the boy to follow in shaping his gender identity. If his parents prevented his identification with his father, a boy was led to pattern himself after his mother. In terms of sexuality, that identification led him to desire men rather than women as sexual objects and sometimes to “act in a feminine, submissive manner toward men in [his] search for acceptance.”\textsuperscript{67} A father disrupted gender identification by exhibiting a brutality that repelled his son. Rabinovitch
offered the case of Charles -- who proclaimed “I’ll never be like my father. I can’t grow up like that. I’d rather not grow up at all” -- as an example of this pattern: his father’s hostility and violence toward his wife drove Charles toward “an ever closer relationship with his mother” until “in his sexual fantasies [he] played the role of a woman, later acting out these fantasies in his homosexual activities.”

Of more concern to psychiatrists and popular writers were mothers who prevented identification. A woman’s dominance of her husband overshadowed him as a model and pushed their son toward identifying with her instead. A mother could more directly prevent identification by treating a boy as a girl. An example of such a case appeared in an article in *Collier’s*, a national magazine, in 1947. Emil’s mother, who had wanted a daughter, called her son ‘Emmy,’ clothed him in dresses until he was age three, kept his hair “long and wavy,” made him her “chief assistant” in the kitchen, and caused him to feel he was “two-timing” her when he went out with girls. Only when Emil was with boys did he not feel like a “traitor to Mum.”

Outside the family, the cause of homosexuality lay not in the separation of men from boys, but rather in the failure to separate men from boys. Bertram Pollens argued that if a boy “happens to be seduced by a homosexual…and he finds the relationship satisfying, he may become fixated in that direction and it may be next to impossible to change the direction of his sexual drive after that.” The language of seduction, typical in psychiatric writing about such relationships between men and boys, marked this experience as different from the ‘crushes’ and friendships that formed a normal part of early adolescence. The involvement of a consciously homosexual, sexually knowledgeable adult introduced into the relationship a clearly sexual aspect missing from the ‘innocent’ adolescent ‘experiments.’ Pollens, like all
psychiatric writers, qualified the importance of acts with adults in producing homosexuality, noting that in many cases such “seductions” simply triggered homosexual tendencies produced by family dynamics.\(^71\) But despite the limited place psychiatrists gave it, the idea that adult homosexuals added to their ranks by seducing boys became prominent in popular accounts. The article in *Coronet* magazine that proclaimed homosexuals the “New Moral Menace to Our Youth,” claimed, “Each year, literally thousands of youngsters of high-school and college age are introduced to unnatural practices by inveterate seducers.”\(^72\) Accounts of ‘recruitment’ appealed in part because of the Cold War association of homosexuals with Communists, a group that also sought to “poison the minds” of the young.\(^73\) Accounts of recruitment also led to arguments that persuasively simplified the problem of sex crime by linking the crime and its causes in what one journalist called a “vicious cycle of proselytism”: men committed sex assaults against boys because as boys they had been victims of sexual assaults by men.\(^74\) Parents could thus prevent sex crime both now and in the future by protecting their sons.

Parents not only had to strike a balance in their relationships with their sons, to recognize that the boys were going through a process of psychosexual development, to provide an adult male with whom they could identify, and to protect them from adult homosexuals. Mental hygienists also urged them to employ sex education as an additional means of preventing sexual psychopaths. A lack of instruction about sexuality or “grotesque sex education” created a “tremendous amount of confusion, distortion, ignorance and anxiety” in boys, psychiatrists warned, and left them vulnerable to “distorted ideas” and “unwholesome
practices.” Sex education would help children along the road to normal growth and equip them to deal with possible disruptions. 

Warnings about how misguided parents could shape their sons into sexual psychopaths represented only the most powerful platform for promoting the concept of psycho-sexual development that mental hygienists shaped from the sex crime panic. The ability of psychiatrists employing the concept -- looking through the prism of age -- to make sense of the behavior of men who sexually assaulted children, particularly those men’s ‘inexplicable’ choice of children as sexual objects, and to weave together competing accounts into a coherent and appealing explanation, helped solidify the standing of psycho-sexual development in American culture. Americans in the middle decades of the twentieth century were struggling to come to terms with emerging modern notions of masculinity and sexuality that blurred Victorian notions of self-controlled manhood and of innocent childhood. Looking through the prism of age provided a means of categorizing individuals and a logic for understanding the forms and expressions of their sexuality that brought some clarity to the confused picture Americans confronted. Looking through the prism of age also separated the masculine from the psychopathic, the normal men from those men whose emotional immaturity made them, in regards to their psychological development, boys.

**Psycho-Sexual Development and Male Identity: Adjusting Masculinity to New Contexts**

The virile, aggressive behavior that defined masculinity dominated ideals and visions of male identity by the 1920s. Americans flocked to movie theaters to see *The Sheik*, in which
Rudolph Valentino portrayed a passionate, masterful sexually predatory hero. The ‘caveman’ became a prominent feature of American literature, while both respectable periodicals and pulp magazines such as *True Story* trivialized, and even celebrated, male violence toward women. The changed contexts of the Depression and the Cold War culture of containment undermined that dominance and raised the specter of the excesses of masculinity, of a virility that threatened rather than titillated. As Estelle Freedman has argued, the Depression cast many American men out of work and on to the road, “beyond the boundaries of familial and social controls.” Within those boundaries, masculine virility had invigorated society, gender relations and marriage; outside those structures, masculine virility still required an outlet and threatened to prey on what it had previously supported. The end of World War Two and the onset of the Cold War brought heightened concern to contain sexuality within marriage and to avoid behavior that weakened or threatened the family, which was regarded as the bulwark of American society and a key to national security. Sex crime dramatized the threat uncontained male aggression and virility posed to women, children and the family, and called into question how far ideals of masculinity fit with the culture of containment.

The framework of psycho-sexual development promoted by the sex crime panic helped contain the scope of anxieties about masculinity and preserve male sexual prerogatives in two key ways. First, psychiatric explanations of crimes against children worked to marginalize and normalize aggressive sexual offenses against adult women. Estelle Freedman has noted the lack of concern with crimes against women in the sex crime panic, as well as the relatively few rapists diagnosed as sexual psychopaths, and attributed those phenomena to an acceptance of aggression as a normal part of male sexuality. She overlooks the way a
reliance on explanations based on psycho-sexual development worked in conjunction with that acceptance of aggression to cause men who raped women to appear ‘normal.’ By choosing women as their sexual objects, and by engaging in acts of sexual intercourse, rapists demonstrated a ‘maturity’ that distinguished them from the archetypal sexual psychopath, the immature man who committed non-coital acts with children, and aligned them instead with ‘normal’ men. The elaborate typography of sex offenders developed by Bernard Glueck and his colleagues, for example, placed men who raped adult women “closest to the control group [of inmates convicted of offences other than sex crimes] in every area [of personality organization] investigated.” His portrait did also identify rapists as having a difficulty with “unresolved sexual feelings towards their mothers” that made them hostile toward women. But sexual deviation had only a small role in explaining their behavior. Glueck presented rapists’ behavior as an exaggeration, rather than a ‘perversion,’ of adult male sexuality. The rape of an adult woman represented a departure from a pattern of ‘normal’ behavior that occurred “when control is diminished by alcohol, or by a combination of sexual frustration and temptation.”

Public officials displayed an understanding of sex crime that mirrored those psychiatric opinions. Numerous District Attorneys in New York State, for example, drew distinctions between what one called “sex pervert crimes” and rape. The influential *Report of the Mayor’s Committee on Sex Offenses* spelt out the basis of that distinction when it concluded that, “by and large, men who tamper sexually with children are mentally abnormal, even though they may not be insane.” That assessment did not apply to men who raped adult women. A sexual assault on an adult woman suggested to the Committee none of the mental abnormality of a
crime against a child; a man who assaulted a woman was implicitly ‘normal.’ Putting children at the center of the sex crime panic had the effect of pushing women to the margins, in the process preserving men’s right to employ aggression against women as one of the prerogatives of male sexuality.

The concept of psycho-sexual development also shaped a perspective that saw perversity only when an age disparity existed between the parties to a heterosexual act. Seen in light of the psycho-sexual development, men’s sexual activity with adolescent girls fell outside the mid-century anxieties about male sexuality. Turn of the century campaigns that raised the age of consent had been concerned to restrict male access to adolescent girls. The new laws defined all acts of intercourse with girls under the age of consent as rape, regardless of whether the girl consented. Most state legislatures adopted a new age of consent of fourteen, sixteen or, in states such as New York, eighteen years. In the 1920s, mental hygienists helped to weaken those barriers around adolescent girls. They argued that sexual expression was a normal and necessary part of adolescence. “Sex play,” behavior short of intercourse, provided a “necessary preliminary” to mature sexual expression and prepared young people, more effectively than did repression, for the sexual adjustment that mental hygienists considered was crucial for a successful marriage. Mental hygienists’ ideas offered support for patterns of prosecution and enforcement in the 1930s and 1940s that narrowed the scope of statutory rape, the offence based on the age of consent. The proportion of statutory rape cases dismissed by grand juries in New York City doubled in the fifteen years after 1926, reaching a rate of sixty-six percent in 1941. At the direction of prosecutors, jurors disregarded defendants’ admissions of guilt and indicted men only in those cases that
involved virgins, or the use of physical force or other explicit exploitation, or where there had been a failure to provide for children or other serious consequences of the offence.\textsuperscript{82} The sex crime panic provided an opportunity to enact legal changes to formalize the narrowed scope that the offence of statutory rape had developed in practice.

Psychiatric writers generally questioned whether men who committed the crime of statutory rape should be considered sexual psychopaths. Ellis and Brancale argued, for example, that the statutory rapists they examined at New Jersey’s State Diagnostic Center were often “quite normal young men who have coital relations with slightly under-age girls…[because they] are ignorant of the law, or of the girl’s true age….\textsuperscript{83} Public officials drew similar distinctions between statutory rape and the acts committed by sexual psychopaths. In New York State, for example, District Attorneys from throughout the state told a Legislative Committee investigating sex crime in 1937 that they did not consider statutory rape to be a sex crime let alone a “sex pervert crime.” Statutory rape, in their opinion, involved “normal sexual relations,” adolescent girls who “[knew] enough to consent,” and no violence.\textsuperscript{84} The widely cited \textit{Report of the Mayor’s Committee on Sex Offenses} agreed. The Committee argued that “there is a wide disparity in social damage and individual perversity between sex intercourse or sex play between boys and girls of similar ages and the same acts on the part of mature men and young girls.”\textsuperscript{85} New York Governor Thomas Dewey embraced those arguments, criticizing the “absurdit[y]” of a law that “stigmatized [adolescents] as rapists even though the crime had no elements of violence and even though neither party to the act realized that a crime was being committed.”\textsuperscript{86} As a result, the package of laws enacted by the New York State Legislature in 1950 in response to sex
crime panic included not only a sexual psychopath law providing for psychiatric examinations and indeterminate sentences, but also amendments to the rape law. The amended law narrowed the offence of statutory rape so that it applied to any man over the age of twenty-one years who had sexual intercourse with a female under the age of eighteen years. Men under the age of twenty-one years who had intercourse with an underage female in circumstances that did not constitute forcible rape committed only a misdemeanor.  

The panic about sex crime against women and children could have implicated male sexuality in the broadest terms, calling into question the male-defined and male-centered concepts of sexuality and the notions of male dominance that lay at the heart of masculinity. As the panic took shape, the concept of psycho-sexual development helped limit the objects of public concern, providing a perspective that pushed acts with adult women, and young men’s acts with adolescent girls, out of the frame. The narrow focus of the media and public on men’s acts with children allowed the masculine ideal that had taken shape in the early twentieth century to survive largely intact into the 1960s.

The story of the sexual psychopath tells us more about the history of masculinity in the twentieth century United States than previous historians have recognized. As George Chauncey and Estelle Freedman have argued, portraits of the sexual psychopath highlighted impulses that needed to be restrained to achieve the gender and sexual conformity sought in the early years of the Cold War, and helped redefine sexual boundaries. But accounts of the sexual psychopath also gave attention to his immaturity, and by so doing, promoted the concept of psycho-sexual development as a new way of understanding sexuality and framing male identity. This additional dimension to the story of the sexual psychopath directs our
attention to the growing importance of age to understandings of gender and sexuality in other areas of twentieth century culture. Masculinity did not simply define male identity along the axis of sexual difference, in opposition to women and effeminate men. By the mid-twentieth century, even as ideals of masculinity incorporated and celebrated many of the traits that had belonged to boys in the nineteenth century, those ideals required men to separate themselves from boys to achieve masculine identities.
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